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SUMMARY·
......is p~gram 't1aS'cundertaken to support the development by the NASA
Ames Research -Center offirere.~istant structural m~ter;als based on mler-o-
. ..', '. -, '.' ", - . .
, encapsulal:ed fire extinguishing agents 'incorpor'ated intopol~ricmatriXes.
Specific tasks ,included. the evaluation of a: series,of ag.ents fcr'E!fficiency
in flame 'extinguishment ,and' a study of ~gentrelease from microcapsules. A
survey of chemical, extinguhhingagents and the mechanism of E!!xtinguishment
has beenpubl;shed as a separate report (ref. 4)~
A series (if organohalog~n extinguishing agents were evaluated in the
propane/air'~iffusion flam~ in ,an opposed jet burner~ 'Th;smethod of evalua~
tion was selec~edsince it Permitted 1ntrodu~tionof the extinguishing agent
from thef!.iel' stde of the 'diffusion flame. simu'lating-::he mode of action of
tftP. micrC)Capsules ina fire ,situation.Sig'nificant differences ;n behc.Y;or
were observed when the agent was introduced from the fuel side and from the
air !>ide of the 'bul"ner. i)f the a.gents studied, bromofo~ (CHBr3) showed the
best 'efficiency ona w~ight~r volumet~ic basis. Its properties appear to be
compatible wi th the microcapsule' techniqu~ of application.
. ·VQlatile agent~ escape slowlY from the microcapsule!. under ambient
storage cOndhions by a penne~t·;onprocess. The rate of penneation depends
'on the specific chemical structure of agent and encapsulant.Caroontetra- '
orooddedifft:ses readily ,through the capsule wall while more volatile matedais
sueh as CF2C'lC-FC12arelost-veryslowly.
Or.cra~id heating, as when exposed tb a'fire, the microcapsules rupture
due to inte;'nal. pressure. ' Capsu1es will Wittstand internal pressures of the
ord~r of 100 to 200ps;. The samples of microencapsulated agent examined
were qUlteheterogeneO~$ with respect to particle size'and wall thickness,
resulting in considerable scatter in agent release properties.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent research performed at the Ames Research Center of the National
Aeronautics~nd Space Adnlinistration has led to significant advances in the
'state-of-the':'art of fire protection mate\~ia1c;., Polymeric foams andSQatings
have beeli dev,elopedwhich exl:dbi.t extremeiy favorable f1ame resista.nt. fire
sJlPpre5sant~:and. insulative-~~operties for use in aircraft structures, and
otherapplicatio:-'s. In one $ys:tem under study~ fire suppressingi3:gents are
ertcapsulated in polYn;ericmicrospheres and incorporated into fire resistllnt
foams. 'Whensuch a material ,is exposed tv the, heat from a fire, the' agent
.is relea5ed~ extingu,ishingthe fire..
Amon~ the advantages of such a system we may note the followi~:
. - - . .. ., ' .
(a): Convent"ional, wen characteriz~d, andreadilyava:i1able
polymers may be used with minimal effects on their properties.,
'due to the in~orporation of additives inenca~sul~ted
fono.
(b) The fire suppressing agent is r~1eas~directly into'
the fir.e zone where it can ac.t 't'iHh maximum effective-
. , .
ness. The quantity bfagent released' in a fire is
lceptto, a minimum, reducing the associated h?zar'ds
of toxicity and corrosipn~
. "(e) The agent is, released automatically in the event of
a fire. Detection and dissemination systems are
unnecessary and the possibilities of premature
~ctua.t"iafior fanur~ to.actuateareelimjnated~
'(d) The, choice of fire extinguishing agents is broadened
since limitations ,on physical prGperties inherent
i nconv~ntiollal agentdi ssemi nat;on systems nO longer
apply.
The presentprog!'am"w~s undertaken' to support the development and ,
application" of microencapsulated fire ex.tfnguishin~ agents through studies
of'the relat1ve,efficiencies of candidate agents, the release of agent from
~ microcaps,tiles when"exp()sed t~a heat souTc~,andthemode of interaction
, , I)f the agent wi th the flame.,
EVALUATION OF EXTINGUISHINh AGENJS
p'revious investigations have demonstrated the, feasibilityoi' obtaining
a' mea~~re of flame strength in a diffus"ion"f'lame.by de:teYlIliring tne critical '
f'jow, vel"oci'ty at \'ihich a fl arne betwetan opposi~g- jets of fuel and air is "
'extinguiShed at. the stream center, ref. 1 ~ 2, 3). In the present work this
method has be~n used to obta1n a ratingQf~erelative efficiency, of a
l1lIIIber of exti~guishingc~a.gents by measuring ,the decrease i,h flame strength
On addition of agent vapo?,topropane fuel'.
This method of evaluating inhibitorefffciency was selected for the
,"present st"dYbec~uSe,it permits introduc'ti~nof the agen.t frOm the" fuel
side ofa dlffusion flame. Thissimulate~ the manner in which agent wou1d
be introduced into, the combustion zone in an actual fire involving apolymeric
material containing an encapsulated extinguishing agent. The more common
technique for evaluating ext~n9uishing agent efficiency ~akes use of th~,
~asurement,of the reduction in flame speed on addition ofageTlt "to a pre-'
mixedf~ame.a This method doe~ not pr~videa gOild sim~lation ofafti~l~air"
,fire whi~h is largely diffusion controlled. It should also 'be noted tha"t
conventional fire extinguishment systems ~ntroduce '~extinguishing'agent
fliJllthe ~airsitieofthf:ftrew~-Only -a ~n--part -of~the--totalagel'l-t '
'.' '. - '.
cnarge may reach ~hecombustion zone~
aMethods of'determini ng i nhi bi tor, effectiveness have 'beer rev; ewed '
in a!'ecent report prepared under this contract. (Ref. 4).
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ExperimerttalResults
The flame strength in the oppose~d, jet burner Nf is defi'ned as: '
fi = critical fuel flow in fuel":pilJs-agent stream
fcrit; ca'. fuel flow in .agent-free fuel stream
It will be .shown in the folloW~.i1g section that Nf • as defined above. isa ,
validnieasure-of the effect 'of the inhibiting agent on the fuel consumption
rate. When N~ is plotte~ vs~ 'volume fraction of agent in the fuel stream ,an
approxinratestrai~ht line with a negative slope is obtair:ed~ At high concen-
trationsof agent the flame becomes unstable. the line may show, curvature.•
and even'bJa11y the flame iseKtinguished•
. An additive which acts primarily as' an inert diluent wiJl show a
slope of''' ~1 since the total '.rolumetric fJow of (fuel:+ agent) r~mains
almostu.nchanged by the addition Of the ~gent•. vletherefore take the 'quantity'
. n= -[1+ ANfl~(volume fraction agent)] (2) .
as a ranting parameter for comparison. of the .effecti veness of chemical
extingufs!ling 'agents.' This chOice o~ defining a rankingpararneter has the
advantage of emphasizing the chemical effe~tivenessofinhibiting agents
while tending to exclude .the physical component of the effect~
, . .
ResultsM the agent eva'luationmeasureme~tsCire summarized in Table t
below. Complete data on an ru"ns are given" in. the Appendix (Table AI). Best
straight lines wel"e drawn visual1y:hrough th~ :data points' of Table AI and
~~re used in the calculatio'ns of sJopes for determining n-values. even thougr..
as noted, above, some _curvature ofthelir.es usually b_ecante -pr.Omillen_ta_t _th_e
raigh additive levels.
The agents of. Table ! fall i nto th~e group~': the high1y bromi natE:d
compounds which have relatively high values of ~ a~daresuperior inhibitors;
"those a~ts with yalues of n near unity which eXhibit~lOd;erate chemical .
.i~,ibiting effectiveness;' and 'those compounds with 11-~a1ues .near zero which
act only as~iluents.. The sc~tter of the @xperimental &ata points sets the
limits Gf precision of the ranking. and th1S scatter as judged from composite
plots of the. results i !ldicates that complete confidence can be put in the
groupings given above. The .data Tor three selected agents. one fr(lm ec:ch
,4
group,. are plotted in figure AI to illustrate, this point. However, th€ data
are not. precise enougli to'arlOW one to rel,iably distinguish betweenmemb~rs
of any one ' group. For example. wit:1in statistical error,a:1:3Br is probably not
, 'superi or to CC14 • :::
Table I
SUlIIIIary of Inhib'itorFtanking Pa:-ameter Values
,1 A_ge_n_t_.-.,...__Jf-__~_l1-,-'-----1
CHBr2CHBrz
CHBr3
CBr4
CC1 3Br
CH38r
, CF2BrCF2~r,
eel .
"4
'CF3Br
SO2
H20 .
CF2C1CFCIZ
3.2
2.9
2.9
1.4,
1.3
l.j
1.1
I 1.0
\' 0.1
f' -0.03'-0.28J_.,..--- ,
Measurements w~re made at approximately naaC in most cases.' Where
the vapor ,pressure of theinhib~tor was, too low' to,give effective concen-
tl"'ation at this temperature, a' temperatur~, of about 20QoC was' used. Experi-
,'ments with CF2BrCF2Br suggest that the measured value of n may increase .
somewhat with temperature.
The use of "fj permits a comparison of the'i!ffectiveness of different
agents at equal molar concentrations in the fuel streaiii~ This is useful in
discussing the effect of molecular structure oninhib,itoraction. A v~lue
.' ,
of 11:t 0 indicates that the agent is acting primarily as an inert di1u~r1t.
Water vapor. S02' andCF2C1CFC1 2 appear to ,aCt '1a!"ge~y intnis way. La~'ger
values of 11 indicatecheinical inhib1ting ·effec:ts on the flame, the larger
5
. thev~lue of n the greater the)nhibitor effectiveness ona molar bas5s~
The ~mportance of bromine to' effecttye inhibitor action iSl:onf';rmed
byth.e data of Table' 1. On the other' hand, the relative i.nefficienC:y of
. fluorine cont~ining compounds in the present experiments was m1expect6d.
Both CF3Br and CFzBrCFzBrare reported to be effectiveinhibit!\!'"s in pre":.
mix@d fl ames and even CFZCl CFC1 Z' shows :significant ac~ivity. lheEffect
l)f chi;;:!l.1ca1 st!"'!.!t:ture on inhibito~ efficiency is discuss:~j in· greater
. -
detail in a later section.
From- a practi.cal sta.ndpoin"t:, the ~ inhibitor effectiveness per unit
weight or per unit 'volume ofinhihi-ror in the condens~d phase is of
interest.'.Reiative efficienciesc~1tulatedin these two ways ar"esum-
mar;'zed in Table. II.
Mass and.Volume. Rankings of Inhibitors
Vo ume -Rank f·
xl 03
np/M. W.
Agent
CHBr2CHBr2
CHBr3
CBr4ICC1 3Br.
-\ CHBr'
. 3 .
. I CF2BrCF2Br .ICC14
CF3Bl' .
5°2
H20
CF2C1CFC'2I
Molar Rank.
Tl
3.2
2.9
2.9
1.4
1.3
1.3
-0.03
. -0.28
Mass P,atlk
xl03
n/M. w~
9.3
·.11.5
8.7
7.1
. 5.0
1.2
6.4
1.6
-1.7
-1.5
27.6.
33.4
. 30.0
13.8
10.8
11.4
a
a
-2.3
i
I
a = Gas at ::lormal temperature and pressure
"6
Thefor:mer perr.lits a r~ady comparison ·of the relative'-'i:ost of various,
i"ilh1bitor sys~~ms.whi1e the latter "ai loWs anestiinate of the volume.
fraction of micr-oencapsulated agen~ which must 'be c,dd-:d to~he base~. .
polymer,to pr~vide fi'resupp:ressio~ aetion.·A'srnall.~olurnetr,icJoading'
Will be des i rabl e :to minlmi ze: 'effects6n the physj ca,~ ~~operti~;Of 'th~ ';-
polymer. "
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. . Addition of i~hibitor to the air str:earn. - A feW ~periments were car- .
. ;;iedw~ in. ~ich~e agentwas introduced in,tothe air stream rathe~ than
:the fue tstream {data ; n Appendh). Su1fur- diox;de appeared to be, rough1y
·four ti~-es more effe~tive ....henintroduced ~n the air stream.. In the case t,)f
i.-l4Bri. smallconcenfriltions.in.;;iir ~f.res~m£;.:hatmore. eff~ctjve than in the
fuel~ but as the concentration in air was 'increased the flame quickly became
'~~~table i!l'ld ~.o ~eliapl'e'valtie ofir.hi~itor efficiency was obtained.. Similar
.' . . ' .
. ·effects I!:vebeen' observedprevioU'sly when methyl br(Jllide was added 'to a
.diffu's'ion flame [ref~" 6,: Zl. whe~' itis'considered that a ' stoichiometric'
propane-~i~f1ame requiresapproximate'ly 24. volumes of air per volume Of
'propane, ·it appearS that theta.tal q~anti:tyof inhibitor-required to control
a fjre:::lliaybe' sni~ller an'a thetrue·i.nhibitor efficiencygl"eater when the"
· 1I'lhi~itor:is"introdlicedWitli'tlle'flJeL:' . .
........ 'AttemptedevaJuatioii oftl"is (2.3~dibranopropYl) phosphate. - Th'is
cciupound has'il: vapor 'presslJl"e of4' torr atj250~c..··.In an attempt to obtain an .
. 'effe~tive concentration in the.:T~el:stream in:th~' fom,6fvai)()t' or- aerosol, ..
:,itwasinjected·i~to..a high,tempe~ature ·~apQrizer.· in t~e tueilin~~ bY, ,means
.of·a lIiO.tor driven syring~. ..The agelrt.could notbe:dih;~r. ~ffthe eVlporator
trithQut t!l~ or'1set of'exten.sive .ciecompoSi tiofl,.:·The·iem(leratu·re·:w~~ v~ri ed up .'
·to4:6~C, at ~ichpoil!t heav'yc~rbo~aceou's depO~its,'on th'eevapc~at~r com-
.,~pletely bl~cked ~he addition of mOle 'agent~ ,S"!lce it is general1Y,thought
tha,t brqrnine is the active inhibiting.' ~pecies 6f ll1()st cOlrip~uncis .that exhi bi t
flame inhibi~ion, we attempted to'allow the trfs compound to decompose and
· to evaluate the eff~c;t of the de~~positio~'products\lR the flarne_ This.
'lJl'baui-ell Ollly' al'l 'Oral'l~~'C~l~ri-n -the" flame-~-blJtno ~..ablecn-al1ge -lil
11ames~erigth. ~ecalise thedecClllpositiori" products were i!la i niy· so1icis 1c)'t
behlndin the 'evaporator, nq <:oncen~r<1ti:on valueC,puld be reported. ,.
. Anal YS1Sof combustion prodii'cts. ~An' attel1aJ:t was made. to an~lyz€: for
inhibitor fragments in the>cond>ustion prQ!jucts fraa the burner•. Samples of
the bu"nereffluel'lt~~e'coHec~eainhe~ted glas~ sampling bulbs and ',:
8
introduced into the inlet of a quadrupole mass spectrometer. When CBr4 was
introduced into the fuel stream without a flame the expected fragment pattern
t'las obtained. (F,igure 1). How2ver, no bromine containing fragtilents could be
found in the exhaust products from the hurnerflame,. The failure to find
~rwas not unexpected. since itis known to be difficult to detect with the
mass spectrometer in this ~jpe of experim~nt (~f. '8.9 ), but since only a
sma11 part of the fuel was consummed in the burner it was expected that a
. . . .
, part of the C8r4 would suriive.,
In another prelim~nar'y experiment the exhaust products frQIU a flame'
containing' CC13Sr were stlJdied with the mass spectrometer. fragments con-
. ta1ning chlorine bonded to carbon appeared to be present but n.obromioe
containing species were ide:'itified. further analytical studies of inhibitors'
containing chlorine or fluorine in add'itionto brOmi~;e Wt)uld t'ppear to be (If
i::'!terest.
.car ...
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Figure 1
~ss Spectrum of CBr4 ip. Propane Stream{Trace of CClar3impuri~}
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~eory o'f Flam(~ Strength in the Opposed Jet Burner
It has been pointed out by Potter and co:-workEl"s (ref. land 2) that
the critical flow :or disrupting the diffusion flame between opposed fuel
~nd oxidant jets characterizes the rate of the coe~ical reaction in the
flame zone; thus', the index of flame strength derived from the critical
flow is considered to be an index of the effect of inhibiting agents on
the ,i.ntensitjof the combustion reaction .. However, there are three fiow
p~l"'ameters in the present experiments; i.e., the flow of propane, the
flaw of propane plus admixed agent vapor, and the flow of air, .and the
experimental data show that these flows are not equivalent: sUbstanti-
ally different and contradictory ratings of agent.efficiencies are obtained
if the flow of. propane plus agent or the flow of air is substituted for
the flow of propane in the index of flame strength f<;lrtll.llated by equa-
tion 1. It;s therefore neceE,sary to examine. which flow·.bears a mean;ng-
fulrelation to the reactior: rate in the flame zone; otherwise the va1i-
dityof the method and ,the relevancy of the data are open to question.
let us consider a diffusion flame. between para~lel sti"eamS of fuel
and air, as shown schematically in figure 2. As the two streams pass the
~ge of the div-:ding partitilJn ·they interdHftlse and the opposing diffu-
sion ·f1ows of fuel and 02 react ·to yi.eld the products CO2 and H20. Thus,
a zone of chemical reaction is w3intained which is Oound.on t~e right by
a s~rface in which the fuel consumption is completed ~nd on the left by
a surface in which the-consumption of 02-molecules is completed. No fuel
exists on the right side and no 02 ex1sts ~n the left side of the reaction
zone, but mass conservation is preserved by the prcductsCO,'2 _aJ!dHZO
which diffuse in both di recti cns, and by the atrrlOspheri Coi trogen whi ch
. . - .~
continues to interdiffuse with the fuel gas.
The positions of the reaction zone boundarias-.aredetermined by the
condition that the difil1s.;on f-low of fuel across the left-side boundary is
in ·stoicniometric proportion to the flow·of 02 ·across the right-side
boundary. and by the further condition that the dist4nce betweE~ the
10
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Figure 2
Scheme of Diffusion Fl~e Between
Parallel Streams of 0 Fuel Gas and Air
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bou'ndari es ; s .deterrni ned py the rate of the cherni cal reaction. 'in the
sense that the consumption of either component is completed in the time of
travel from one boundary tv the ot~er.
Taking the fuel to be propane and usingiimple dimensicmal analysis.
we may represent the flux of propane into the reaction zone by Dp[P]*/t,
where Dp ,is the diffusion. coefficient. [p]* is a concentration characteris-
tic of the propane concentration at the left-hand boundary j)f the reaction
zone, and £0 is a length characteristic of the width of the zone. For the
flux of 02 across the other boundary we write similarly DO [°2]*/£0, and~~ . 2
(3)
since 0.2 moles of propane 'are required for combustion of one mole 02.
The concentration [02]* cannot exceed the concentration of oxygen. in
air; and since the molar concentration of air.is ~qual to the mo1ar ~on­
centration [P]o in the diluted propanes1;ream (pressure and temperature
being equal). it follows that
[02]* ~O.2l[P]o {4}
o~ from equation {~}
[P]*/[P]o < O.042(DO lOp> (4a)
. . 2
which shows that the propane concentration [P]*at the reaction zone boun-.
dary is a Very small fractiQnof the cOncentr;;;t;on [P]o' inasmuch as the
diffusivity ratio DO lOp is of the order of unity. Th~s means that the
reactionzcl,'= is s;t~ated beyond the boundary of the fuel stream at the
. e~treme tai 1-0nd of the propaneconcentl"ation profi 1ewhere the cOl1sump-
tio?'l of propane in the reaction zon::: has very little effect on the shape
of the prpfile at higher lc:r/els of co~centration~Thepropa ..e flux is
the~efore substantially governed by 1iffusior. withc~~ ~n~u1cal reaction~
andth~ oxygen f1ux adjusts itself to the propane flux according to the
above stoichiO!lletric relations, supplemented by
D rp] I' = 0 [P]*/2.p" Q- p. .
t 12
(5)
which rep!'esent$ the cOrltj nuit.y of fl ux across the reacti on zone boundary.
L being a length characteristic of the length of the p~()par;~ concentration
profile.
The rate of the ch~m~cal reaction is introduced by the e:;:.oation
0p[P]*/i = r i (6)
where r is the average'rate of propane consumption in moles per unit
vQlume and unit time. The further relation
- ) (7)r =£.( [P]~, [02]*, i. [R]
shows r to be a function of tne concent,'ati ons of propane a'ld oxygen. the
average temperature I'and the average free-radical concentration [R] in
the reaction zene. The magnitude of each of these parameters, and hence
of r. is restricted by kinetic and thermodynamic bounds. All of these
parameters decrease in the process of interdiffusicnof the streams, that
is at increasing distance from the flame base. It is therefore probable
that rdecreases at a higher order than [P]*, and since· from equation (6)
. - -
(8)
the width of th~ reaction zone increases with increasing distance from the
flame base, as indicated schematically in figure 2. At th~ flame base the
value of r'and [P]* are at a maximum.. According to equation (4), approxi-
mately,
(9)
(10)
and from (5), (6). and (9) the rneximum {o~ critical) flux of propane at
wtiien -the -feattfon -fs -sl.!stai!'l~ctQecoil!es ..
Dp[l']oILc = '/0.042' Uo [P] ;.''. 'oJ . 2 0 ma:-;
The flux decreased frcm.l:il'finity" at. the point of entrance of the stream
into the mixing zone, i.e:. a~ the burner exit, to the critical flux
13
,OpCPla/Lc at the height h ~bove the burner exit. If U is the stream veloc-
ity and T is the time in which the flux decreases from "infinity" to the
critical value. the :teight of the flame base above the burner is given by
(H)
The time, T and the diffusion distance L_ are related roughly by the
\0,
equation 2 .
lc = 2 Dp T (12)
and combinin9 equations (10)~ (ll). and (12) one obtains
- ,Do 1 _ ]
rmax ;: 12 if" h x U[P 0 03}
°2
The product U[P]o is the fuel flow. If an agent is added to the stream
which decreases rmax ' and if the fuel flow is unchanged"the flame height
h increases according to eq~~tion (13). If the fuel flow'~s decreased
until the formet'flame height is reestablished, one obtains frol':'! equatiqn (1~)
r
max
with 'agent :;: flJei flow with agent
rmax wthout agent fuel flOl... without agent
- N
- f
which shows that the index of fhme strength, asdef"ined by equa;:;on (Ii.
is ,indeed a measure of tbe dec;rease of the reaction rate in the flame lone.
It is experimenta11y possH)1e to maintain a lifted flame and obtain
data on "ffrom flame heignt observations,out the method is not attractive
because the gas velodty U has an awkward and variatJle profile at the
stream boundary, In particular. imnediately at the burner ri~ the velocity
, -
is ze~, s~ that the flame tends to settle there, It is therafore far more
practicable tous~, thoe opposed-jet method which utilizes the stable center
portions of weii-ct~¥~lQped Poiseuille flow profiles' in the counterflowing
streams of fuel gas and air.
The ~thod is illustrated schematically in figure 3. The,impinge-
ment of the jets produces a stagnation point which fixes the diffusion
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. F"lgure 3
Schematic of Diffusion Flame Between
. Opposing Streams of Fuel rind Air
interface between the streams; The air and fuel streams may be,so adjusted
th(jt the reaction zoni: is equid istant from the stream outlets ; thus, the
stagnation zOQe is located off-center toward the fuel outlet because the
,reaction zone is situated at the extreme tai l-endof the fuel concer~trat-:on
profiie' on the ~ir-side of the diffusion interface, ,as has been discussed.
above. A panicle suspended in the air stream passestht'ough the flame
whereas a particle suspended in the fuel stream do~s r.ot; a 7act that has
been demonstrated experimentally by Potter and co~workers (2). The off-
cent~r position of the stagnation zone signifies that the momentum of ~he
cdr stream p • U2a1- (p= density, U ::: linear velocity). is larger than thea21" r, .rnomentu~ Pf U f on the fuel side (PF being the 'density cfthe fuel/agent
mixture.). In the present experiment~~ the ",.omentum rati 0 is fou:." to be
always close to 2~ We mention'here that by using ethane, oxygen and
,nitrogen one can prepare ethane/nitrogen and oxygen/nitrogen mixtures of
. ¥il"tt.I!!!ly identical diffusivities and densities and a stoichiorr.etric ratio
of 1:1 by volume. In opposing streams of such mixtures of equal velocities
the stagnation zone and the reaction zone coincide exactly at equal dis-
tances from the stream outlets and part'ic1es suspended in either stream do
not pass through the flame. This has been demonstrated experimentally by
Pandya'and Weinberg (10). ,But in the usual hydrocarbon-air diffusion flames
the reaction zone 'is always on the air side of the diffusion interface, and
since in the opP'Q5ed-jetconf1gurati~n ~;r enters the reaction zone virtually
undiluted by combustion produtts, the concentration [02]~ is always O.2l[A1r]o'
where [Air] denotes th2 canc~ntratlon of molecules of nitrogen and oxygen ino .
i:ndi1.iited ali"'. Thirs. Tt"om -eqtfa~i()n(3) ~
[P]* ::: 0.042 (DO./0p> [Air]o
Co'
and fr~~ equation (6)
r = 0.042 DO [Air]o/£2
-- ~
(15)
(16)
Using the subscript ito denote concentrations attlle diffusion interface,
we ~~ite analogous to equation (5)
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(17)D [P]./L2 = 0.042DO [Air] /2p 1 _ 2 0
The term D [P]./l~ is the diffusion fiux of p~opane across the interface, andp 1 ,
:~nce the system is in a steady state this flux ~s balanced by the ou~~low of .
propane at the interface. which is the product of the concentration [P]i and'
the velocity of the air stream, ~ ," . We write therefore~ r
sec
Dp[P2Ji/L2 - [P];Uair = 0
Values of Uair are obtained from the data in Table 1 by the relation
~
u. = Air volume flow, c~vfsec at 1 a~~d te?t temperature cm
alr Tllbe cross section, O.lb4cm2
(8)
(19)
Writing [Air]; for the concentration of nitrogen and p~oduct gases at th~
interface, the analogcus equation for the flux balance on the fuel side
becomes (With uA" = DO )lr 2
where U is the velocity of the propane + agent mixture, i.e.,
3 . ..
U = fuel volu:ne f1.~~I,cm Isec at 1 atm, and test temperature x
. Tube cross section. 0.164 cm2
ibe net flux of molecules across the interface is zero. so that
(20)
laO em
---
lOa - %agent sec
(2l)
DO}Air];lL l ;: Op ([PJi + [Agji ) /L2 ' (22.)
where [A~]i is the concentration of agent' molecules at the 1nterface. The
total concentration of molecules is coostant,so that
(23)
Fro;r.equations (l8) and (20)
(24)
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and
Ta"ing'
one obtains from ~he above equations
(25)
(26)
D·l
[PJi Uair·
:::
~. L2
U •. + Uau
(27)
and: fer the critical width t of toe reaction zone corresponding to the
. c . .
criti.cal ve10cities U and Uc'a.r,at which ·the flame becomes extinct,C. \ 1 }
=
Uc(air.)
Uc(a~r)+ Uc
{2a}
and for r ax :: 0.042 DO [Air]/ 12
m. . 2 0 c
rmaX. ::
where
24 molecules
ctn3sec
(29)
[D] U
. a c
2.7 x.1019 27~ 1 1
= ().164' -'-~- x Propane Flow (tabIe An rno ecu es
T{test) . • cm2 sec
(30)
and finally
rmax wi th agent
. rmax without agent
=
Fuel fl~w with agent = Nt"
Fuel flow without· agent
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(31 )
if U /U ( . ) >uL
c
' /L 2 (equations (24) and (25) is constant. Similarityc c alr ,1 C. . . .
considerations suggest that the ratio L1/L 2 is constant, and this. is con-.
finned by the data in Table l A which show that Uc'Uc{air) is constantw·ith-.
in the experimental limits.,' '
According to equation {31) the effect of agents on the reaction rate is
represented by the square of the flame strength index Nfo Thus, an index'of
.9 corresponds to a reductipn of the rate by approximately 2~~perc~~t, and
an index.of .7 to a reduction by 50 percent. ,
" '
Although toe above system of equati;~s represents a dimensional analysis"-~
only~ it shoulrl yield the corr~ctorderof"'rnagnitu~eforthe reacticn rate
r
ma
'
x
' Using values of 6.25' and 10.38 cm3/s,ec for the propane and air flows
at 104°C (Tab1e Al) andcthe approximate value of 0.3 cril2/sec for DO' ,one
obtains from equatio~ (29) a value ,of 1023 moleculssicm3 sec. which2repre-
sents the maximum possib:~ rate of consumption of propane molecules in tne .
reaction zone•. This;s tile same order of.magnitudethat is f~und 'in combus-, '
tion waves of stoichiometrically pre-mixed hydrocarbons 'and air. as is
expecteci a priori. and thus{;!)nfi~s that the theory is substantially cor-
rect and that the data or. f1arne :>trE:ngth and agent efficiericj- are vaHd.
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Effect of Inhibitors on ~1e ·OiffusionFlame
. The ciie'!lical meehan.ism of combustion compl'ises numerous
M:taryreactions between neutral molecules and fre~ radicals or. free
· atoms. Tr~. neutral mclecul~s are oxygen, fuel gas, and intermediate
reaction products such as hyorogen~ 'carpon monoxide, olefins. acetylene.
and aldehydes •. Known free radicals areOH. CHO; and fragments of
h~drocarbons or oxygenated hydrocarbons with free valencE:s ona C-atom
. orO:-atam; al'ldthe free atoms are. Hand o. Binary n~actions of this
typG; as fo~ exampl~ H2 + O~= H+ H20 or C~H8.+ OH =C3H7 + H20~ have
g'!nerally low activation energies and correspondingly occur with h~9h
probability in moleCli1ar .cQllisions of the respective species if the
temperatuY'eish;9h~ . Reacti onsbetween neutral molecules such as the
.react; on C3HS +°2 .::: C3~7 + H()2 have high act; vat~oner..c:!rg;esand
· CtJrrcsponding1y low r>r6babi litl es ev~n at flame temperatures. React; on
between a neutral molecule and a free.radicalresults ·in a transfer of
- &A! .free· 'l~ lenc:e.to ~~(Jther.molecl!1ar sPedes. and thi s ; s repeated;n
~ub~eq~ent r~actionsaS:illustra~dbY sequences such. asP'2 + OM :::
H+ ~O~ Ii + 02 :.. OH + O. or- alt~rnati\!e.iy, H + C3HS =C3~ + H2 •Cl7+.°2 • C2HsCHO + OH (or ·a1tel'"na~i vely CZHSCO +: H20. CZH~ + CO + OH,
ezliS + ·CO+ .HzO)~ etc.·, so that each free \fa1ence generates achain of
·_chemj6:1 transformations by "i~ich t.he original molecu.l~sof fuel are
:pregresS'i'Jely degraded a:ndoxi<1ize<1. Chains are br~ken·byd·e$truction of
·fr~e.l'"adica1S ;nrecC!!lbina:tionr~actiQn$such as H + QH + M'; HzO + ~
(wtiere Mis an uns.pecified uthirdbocyi') .and are 'initiated by generaticm
.'. ~ffree,"adiCa'js from neutral moiecul~s•. This may.·occur. ~ay. by mono-· .
_moiec!.Ilar 1issociation of fuel ~It\<.HecUles as eX~Pl;fied~bY CSHs "'~_CZ'lf5+
CH3, or by' binaryfuel--oxygen nact1?Jls exemplifi.ed by CSHS 1- 02= C3~ -:
'002,. or by thewel1;'known cha.in....bran~h;ng reac.ticn H + 02::OH~ + O•
.. \'!i)ich y.~i:'ldstwofree valenc!S in. the fonnof abivalttnt O~att1ll. in addition
.·..wthe single free Valence of- the-·I1:.atom, which is preserved in the..hydroxy-::
.'.. ..' .'- , . , '" . , .
... ~ac;Jical.. This chain-brar.ching ~.ctiQn is gen~rally considered to be·
.·tht predooolnant mecl1~n~smOf free radical generat{on in .hYdrocarb~r:f1affiesh~f,n.>.
·+h~ ·.t~yalef~eSGftheO-atoi:l are transferred tlJ other free~radicalspecies . . .
icy reactions such as 0 .~ C3Ha = OH +C3.,. 0 +.Hz = 0.. + H and analogous
. ,-'- ..~_._-' ..~ .....:.-- ,~---' , "" .----
reactions of 0 with various intennedia~e reaction products. The Hat~ms'
r!quired for chain branching ars generated by the reactions 0 + HZ =
OH ,+ H. OH + HZ =HZO+ H, OH +CO =CO2 + H and also, according to
available evidence , by monomolecular decomposition of aliphatic free
.radicals. as for example. C3H7 =C3H6 + H (ref. 12). The decomposition ITi:'j
also OCCl;T in other modes, ~uch as C3H7 :::: C3Hs + H2, and appears to be
the basic mechanism of "crack~ng" of paraffin hydrocarbons into olefins,
~ and, othe'l" fragments such CH4 • Although these "crack; ng" reacti ons are
endothermic they occur read;l:! at higher temperatures. and in particular
in the presence of traces of oxygen which apparently stimulates cracking
by generation of OH radicals.
If fuel and oxygen are premixed thereattion zone propagates
as a comblistion ,wave from layer to layer of the nixture at the rate at
dichdiffusion of heat and free radica1s from the rear.t.ion ZOne initiat='5
. tbec:hernicalreaction in the adjacent layer of the mixture. l:he mag:1ituc::
of this thenmal and molecular diffusion flux is limited oy the finite rat=s
of the, chemical processes of heat releaseandfree--radiCal generation,
aDd by the~pper limits of temperature <Hid free-rad'1cai concentrations
iBposed by exhaustion of fuel~ oxygen. and intermedia~e reaction prcduct~
(including free radicals) in'the, reaction zone. 'fhe combustion wave thus
attains a steady state i~ which the various interdependent parameters -
the burning velocity. viz. 0 the wave velocity relative to the unbcrned,
gas~ the temperature profile, the concentration profiles of the 'iarious
BOlecular species, and Vie various ch~~ica1 rate processes ~ are in
equi11brium. ' If the gases are not premixed and burn as aciiffusion flam:
tsiBri,lar equilibrium is ,maintained between diffusion of fuel and oxygen
, iDtathe reaction zone, chemical generation of heat and 'free radicals in
the zone, and outward diffusion of he~t and free radicals from, both sides
cf thereactici'i zone into the streamsd fuel and oxygen~ Howevi:r, ther~
tsno combustion wave or burninS v~lQcity associated with the erocess,
and,ttIe equiiibrium changes cor.:l;inuously dowri~tream from the zone ,Of'
initial fuel-oxygencQntact as the streams ,becOme progressively diluted'
by the 'reaction prod,ucts~.
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Addltionof an inert gas decrease~ the temperature levels
throughout the reaction zone due to the heat capacity of the additive.
This has both the physical effect of reducing the thermal diffusion
f1yx and the cnemical effect of reducing reaction probabilities in
molecular collisions according to the activation energies of the
various elementd:Y reactions. The overall effect on a premixed flame
is a decrease of the burning velocity and an increase of the width of
the c~"bustion w~ve. If the dilution is ·carried sufficiently far the
wave width becomes so large that the temperature and concentration
profiles are critically perturbed by the flame-generated gas flow.
This flow originates from the thermal expansion of the burning gas and,
as d~scus5ed in ref. 13. it has shear components parallel to the flame
sUl~face depending on confinement and other fac+.ors such as buoyancy.
The shear flov "1;\creases the flux of heat and.free-radicals from the
reaction zone into tne unburned gas, ·causJng ~xtinction of the flame
when the diluent percentage exceeds the critical limit known as limit
of fiammabil ity. A simil3T' critical lim-:t applies to diffusion flames.
as has beenODserved in the present experiments.
Additives such as CHBr3, CH3Br, etc., are fuels an~ have
a significant di1uent ~ffect only if the mixture is deficient·1n oxygen.
ihey burn ill diffusion flames where the supply of oxygen is unlimited.
Even CBr4 i~ b.>' no means an inert diluent in the sense of N2 0r H20
since the reaction CBr4 .,. 02 ;" CO2 + 2Br2 generates·about l06kcal per
RlOle. The strong inhibiting effect of these compounds is therefore
.attributable to chemical inhibition of .free-radical chains.
An obvious inhibiting reaction is typified by $':iCSr +"H ....
=C- +HBr, which is exothennic by about 20:-30 kcal/mole and .t~us should
have a high prpba~ility of occurrence. This. type of reaction inhibits
chain t::-anching by c.~pturing f.: -atoms and thussuppr~ssing the genera- .
t10n of· OH ~ncl··O-· i;-;:eactions of H with 0;. -'A.-t:~oUgh~it generates .free - .-
_radicalssu~h ascB~3' CHBrz, etc., the.reaction ~hain~_originatin~·
frQill these free-radical species are not branched and the c"!erall. cor:-
centration of free radicals is decreased corresponding to the decrease
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of the r~tio of chain:branching by H + O2 = OH + 0 to chain-breaking
by free-radical recombinations. Chain branching is also itlhibited
if O-atoms are captured in reactions that do not yield chain-continuing
at(Jlls or free radica1s. In particular, reactions of 0 with carbon
Ct~pounds are conceivable ·in which 0 and C· are doub1e-bonded to C=O
and no free valences are generated. Since O-atoms no doubt react
very readily with brominated hydrocarbons • one may hYP0thesize. for
example, theoccu~rence of reactions such, as CBr4 + 0: Br2CO+ Br2
(or CO + 2Br2 ), CHBr3 + 0 = Br2CO + HBr, CH3Br + 0 = H2CO +HBr. etc.'
Such reactions would be exothermic of the cr1er of 100 kcal/mole and
except for the last~eaction would be sufficiently energetic to yield
bromine atoms·, i. e., 0 + CBr4 = CO + 4Br. etc. However. bromine
atoms are relatively unrC!active becaus~ reactions such as Ci'8 + Br :::
C3H7 +- HBr are endothermic;' hence, if bromine atoms become a signifi:'
cant part of the atom and free-radical po~ulation of the system the
chain iength, viz., the average number of chemical transformations
between the generation and destruction of a free valence. is decreased
and the overall reaction is slowed dawn. Thus. the, capture of 0 by a
brorninated hydrocarbon appears certain to have an inhibiting effect on
the chain reaction. The same applies to conc~ivabiereactionsof OH
such a~ CBr4 + OH ::: Br2CO + HBr +. BT, CHBr3 + OH = Br2CO + H2 + Br.
etc. If fluorocarbons react with oxygen one may expecttc nbtain the
ccmpound F2CO which is .known to be very stable; thus. the. reacti.ons
CF38r + 0 =F2CO + FBr and CF3Br + OH = F2CO + HF+ Br are strongly
exothermic and probably take place very readily.
tn ~atTfuS"nrn -T1an'le -of -a fue-l -sucha-s. prOpIliie in air the
flux of air into the reaction zone is about 25 times larger than the
flux of prop~ne. Thus. if th~ inhibitor is admixeci to the fuel stre~~
the flux of agent into the ~eaction zone is mvch smaller· than the flux
. :. --- '. . ---... - ....- ---- . - . ----- ..
obtained by admixing an eqvalpercentage of agent to the air stream.
It fo11ows tha t. fo r. an equill decrease of the av~rage reac;ti on rate l'
or flame strength indexNf the rquired agent percentage is higher in
the fuel stream than in thl~ air stream. The data in Table AIshOw that
this is the case but that the r~tiO·of agent concentrations ina)r and,
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fuel for a given flame strength is of the order of 3 to 4 rather than
25. This :l.lppurts the concept of a preheai:or pre-activation zone
situated 6n the fuel side of the reaction zone, in a region of relativei,Y
high fuel concentration. As is well-known. hydrogen and unsaturates
are generated on t:le fuel side of hydrocarbon diffusion flames by endo-
themic "cracking" indu~ed by the flux of he~t and free radicals from
th~ reaction ZQne (this process generates the characteristic yellow
carbon luminosity of flames). Tne fiame is thus maintained by a feed-
back cycie comprising diffusion of h.vdrogen from the pre-activation
zo~e into the reaction zone, f~ee-radical generation in the reaction
'zone via the hydrogen-oxygen chaln-branching !eaction, heat reledse
in·the reaction zone by f"ee-radical. chain-reactions, and generat'ionof
hydrogen in the pre-activation zone by diffusion of heat and free radi-
cals from the reaction zone. The cycle is disturbed by any agent that
disturbs the generat~on of hydrogen in ·the pre-~ctivation zone. Hence,
if the ~nhibiting action occurs pr~dominantly in the pre-activation
zone, where the concentration of an age~t. in the fuel str~am is relative~!
high. the agent effect i~ not neal'ly as smal1 as would be expected if
the inhibition were tak;;;g place in the reaction zone. Tha data thus
point to the conclusion that inhibition occurs predominantly in the
pre··activati::::ii zone.
Further support for this model can be found in the effect of the
agent on the position of· the reaction zone. Referring to figure 3, the
experiment is conducted so that the reaction zoneis.always kept midway
between the opposing orific~s. Since the reaction oC"ur.s by diffusion·
of fue"! into the a~r s::ream. this requires that tI1ELstasnatj",r;zanemu5'~
be located on the fuel si de of th.~burne:', or that the momentum of the a~~
stream must be greater than that cf the fuel stream. This is ,,:onfinned :'}
the data in Table III.
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TAstE III
EFFECT OF INHIBITJ~G AGENTS ON THE LOCATION OF
• THE REACTION ZONE
2.41
2.45
2.29
2.24
2.26
2.28
%Agent pU~~r/pLi}U':!l
J0.0 1.860.46 2.00 i0.96 Z.G71.13 2.05 I1.21 2.102.72 2.352.77 2.39 ~.
5.44 flame unstab1e --11
Agent: CF2BrCF2Br
Agant in Fuel
111 ~ U2 . I 2
p "gent Pair PUfuel
0.0 1.72
3.6~ 1.54
7 .56 ~ .39
15.12 1.13
18.96 1.05
l---.
l'Age.nt:~.O6.439.22
14.50
15.75
18.25
Agent in Ait
0.0
2.32
3.15
3.75
3.80
1.42
1.48
1.54
1.60
1.63
However. the data show that when an active inhibitor such as ·CF2BrCr-l Br
ts ad~ed·to the fuel stream the reaction zone isdiso1aced in the direction
of the stagnation ZOlle. As the critical extinctionco:\c;entration i$ approacM:-i
~the two zones practically coincide. This .must be accol!!panie-d by a steepening
of concentration and ti:iilperature.gradients and a nCirrowing of the reaction
lone. Strong ~rodYnJmic farceswHl -eontribute -t-o-f1-ame -'instability.
When the agent is added tot~ airstream the reaction ione is displac~
in the opposite direct~on. This. must be ac::ornpanied by a 11:\'·/ering of concen-
tration gradients and'a broadening of th~ reaction zon~•. The volumetric fuel
ccr.sumption rate falls, the temperature decreases~ and eventually the reactio"
~s unable to sustain itself. In this ease ttte concentration gradient,ofthe
i~hibitor is c~positeto·thatof the radical generating f~el spec1es, causing
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a flattenin9 of the reaction profiles, while when the agent i$ added wi~1
t.he fuel the concentration gradients are in the same direction.
An "inert" diluent such as 502 s~ows only a small effect, althou;. in
the same direction. A more deLailed study ~f the structure of the inhi:fted
opposed jet flame should provide important information on the mechanism :f
inhihitor action.
Similar conclusion$ have been reached from a study of the inhib~:ion
of pr.emi xed fl ames (ref. 9, 14). Although in th is caSt: the i ni ti a1 ager.:
distribution is uniform throughout thE; reactioh zone, the principal effc.:t
is seen in the pre-activation zone where radical concentrations are sup~-essed.
Concentration and temperature gradients are steepened in the approach tc the
react10n zone and the maximum flame temperat~~e increases to allow compi:tion
of the reaction within the narro~er reaction zone.
The heat capacity of 5°2 is larger than the heat capacity of
H20 by a factor of about 1,3, which mcy explain the somewhat greater
efficiency of S02 over H20 as shown in Table 1.Ttle compound C2Fl'3 .
is not an inert gas but rather a fuel with a calorific value below
hydroca~~on fuels. It is therefore an inhibitor bqt is less efficient
than H20 and SDZ' Bromine compounds may be thought to intercept OH
and 0 that diffuse from the reaction zone into ~h2 pre-activation zone
and induce "crackingl', and also to destroy H generated in the pre-
activation zone by reaction5 such as H2 + OH= H20 + H. It is noted
that in the present work the cCIl!pound CF3Br shows up to much less
advantage than in p~evious wor~ (ref. 3) with the cpposed~jet burner, in
which the fuel wcs methane and CF3Br was found.to be about as efficient
as CH3Br. The si gn.; fi cant di fference between a methane and propane
flame, appears: to be in the pre-activation zone of the two systems.
Iiydr()g-~n -, s-far more readi ly generated fl"om propane than fram methane 3
which suggests that the H2-cc"centrati~\ in the pre-activation zone of
a prop,ane f1ame is high and OH and 0 diffusing i~to~ the zone disappear
rapidly in reactions· with H2o to form H. In the methane· system the H2-
concentration is presumably low and the dominant chain carriers in the
pre-'Jctivation zone are OH and 0 rather than H. One.-may then interpret
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the data to signify that CH3i3r and CF3Br are about equally efficient
with respect to destruction cf QH and O. but that H-atoms are more
efficiently destroyed by CH3Br than by CF3Br. This intarpretation
is speculative at present iMsmuch as there is no independent ~vidence
available for the assumption that CF3Br-reacts less read~ly with H
than CH3Br.
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Experimental Methods
The purpose of this task was to provide a relative rank1ng of \;r10US
candidate flaiile inhibiting agents on the basis of tineir abnity to red..:ce the
flame strength of a diffusion flame. The opposed jet burner, similar :0 that
used by Friedman and Levy (ref. 3), was used for th-is purpose.
5utan~ was selected originally as the ~xperimental fuel becaus: it
approximates the properties of the heavier hydrocarbons encountered i,- fuel
fires. However, its lc~ vapor pressure (13 psig) at room temperature :n:~ates
difficulties ~n metering and tne high stoichiomEtric ratio with air (::31)
~aU$~S problems in burner 0~eratior.. The use of an inert gas diluent ~elieves
some of these problems but introduces othe~s. Consequently, a changeNa~
made to propane as the fuel in the expe~iments described he~e.
The agents studied in the program fell in two groups; agents,p~v1ous1y
stUdied which were used to check the performance of the burner, and c=~didate
agents for encapsuiation suggested by Ames Research Center. The f1rs~ group
included CH3Br, CF3Br, and CC'4' The second group included CBr4, CHB:z.CHBr2,
CC'3Br , CF28rCF2Br, IC'3' S02' H20. CF2C1CFC1 2, tris (2,3 dibromoprQp~T)
phosphate, ar.d mOlybdenum carbor.yl. Difficulties in encapsulating IC~a caused
it to be,dropped from the program, and CHBr3 wa~ substituted in its p-~ce.
The low va~or pressure of tris (2,3 dibromopropyl) phosphate prevente:'effec-
tive evaluation. Molybdenum hexacarbonyl was received too late in th= pro- ,
gram for detailed study.
Appal"atus. ~The burner, shown in figur-e -4, consisted of oPPQ~d
coaxial vertical stainless steel t~bcs, 0.46 em i. d. and with a l.n =n
separation between tube ends. The flame was shielded from drafts wit~ a
Pyrex sleeve 9r in later experiments. with a metal sleeve having ~n :asHy
replaceable ~rex window consisting of a microscope slide. i-t'equent ~place­
ment of the slide was necessary because of carbon or other solid depo=ition
during experiments.
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Figure 4
Opposed Jet Burner
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Each burnel' tube was jacketed wi than outer concentric tube for te;;pera-
ture control. Heat exchangers consisting of jacketed 4 ft. spirals of 1/£
in. copper tUbing were installed in the gas lines immediately before the :urner.
Circulation of oil from a constant ternpercture bath through the burner an:
heat exchangers allowed the temperature of the gases entering .the burner :.~am­
ber to be kept at any desired value between room temperatnre cnd 220°C. 8_~ner
t~~p~rQture~ ~ere ~~1ected to r-revent condensation of inh1bitor in the li,~s.
Air and propane were met~red to the burner through critical orific:3
used with precision pressure regulato~s and bourdon gauges (ref. 15). Th2
orifices were calibrated with a wet test meter. Figure 5 shOloJs a general
¥i~ of the apparatus before instaliation of thermal insulation.
Three methods were used for metering the inhibitor. Gaseous agents,
C~Br, CF3Br, and 502 were metered· through critical orifices similar to t~':lse
used for pr'opane and air. Low boiling liquids were metered from aheate<:l
reservoir at sv.perat~osp~eric pressures through ca~ibrated orifices. ·Con:2n-
trations iiere checked after each burner run by trapping.a sample of tile
propane-agent mixtore. freezing out the agent with dry ice; pumping off t",~
p~jlane, \l;a'"lT1ingto room temperatun~, and measuring the residuai vaporpr~~-
.. .
sure ofagen·;. High boiling liquids were metered with a motor driven syr~-ge.
Various sydnge sizes and drive :-ates pennitted a wide range of feed rates.
The syringes could be heated to pemit their use wi th low melting solids·.
Calibration with various syring2 and drive speed combinations was accompl~;hed
gravimetrically using mercury. The liquid was injected directiy onto the
heating element of an evaporator which could be inserted into either the 7~~1
or air 1i ne by a systeJr. of valves. The temperature of the heati ng elemen-:,
which consisted of an asbastos c1cth wick woven with nichrome heating wire,
:was-controlTed-Jijanua11y by a variable transformer and monitored by a chro::,;:l-
alumel thermocouple.
Operating Prc~edure. - 1\ typical me.isurement is made in the follow~-Si
manner. The burner temperature co~trol system is brQught to the desired
tt!lllp-:!rature selected on the basis of the physical proper-ties of the agen::
to be e...aluated.. Fuel and air flows are started to the btin'ler- . The flame
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'is ignited by a bunsen burner and the flow rates of both fuel and air are'
adjusted until the flame s,tabilizes. ,The flame is ,then centeredbetwe~n the-
j~ts,byadjj,j~ting eit~er the air or fuel flow while obse~ing,the flame through
acatne~Tocte!". The flaw rates are then increas~d in small increments, main-
. ,. . . .. .
taining the fl~me at th~ m!(lp0.l fit between the jet~. until afai I'lt no1e appears
'in the cente~. 'Thisis recor(\ed as the hole point and is ve~lfieG tn-lee,
(l) by increasing the flew rates beyond the mip·:.'It"lTI hole opening. thereby
increasing the size of thahale, and then returning totne mi!'!irrium opening
from this, di,recticn and {21. byd2creas'ing the flow i·~.tes 1:,0 a point where 'no
, hoie1~ viSib~eand fi?lding the minimu!.n crn:ical flow again by increasing
the flOws. The flOW'Jf fuel at the minimum rate a1: which a hale exjsts is
. - . . .
the:~alue reported as the "cr-itica1.,fuel flow without agent."The agent 'is
then introduce~ into the fuel by 'bypi:lssing the fuel through the agent fnjec1:;on
'systsri afterfirst'redu<;i,ng the flow cf' both gases below the hole point. Thl;!
'p~cedureusedinde,tennining ,the 'h~le poi~t 1!iithout agent :is repeated. This
new value for·the fuel flOW ,is recorded as the "criticalfuel flow with agent."
Figun!s' SA ,~ild 68 are .photographsof the flame before and after reaching the '
i:ritical· flow conditions. ' The flow was increased w,ell beyond the critical
val\u!' in, figure'6B to i n~rease the hole S1 ze for photographic purposes .
. '.- . .' " .' .
The detection of the'criticalpoint by this'pr'oce(\urerequiressub-
jective jUdgment'onthe part,of,theop~rator.Anexpcrience'd operator, wi 11
, "usually detect ,the hole point at ·a slightly loWer flow tha,n an inexperienced
one:.' HcWe~er. 'since only relatiVe flow rates'are used in calculating inhibi-
torefflc:iehcies, noseriGuserrorresuits if all ~f the data on- a 9.iven
inhibitor are take~ bithe sameope~,atcr.'Inpractice, two experie~ced
.o~ratOrsQb,taifled all of the' ~ata' used fur-inhibitor ::valuati.on. An'
'1ns~ntalmethod,of detectingtheho1e point would be a desirable, improve-
;re~tinthe ilPpa·rat~s. ,The c:~itical fuelfJow without inhibitor varied from
dayto-'ay for-unkR~nr.easo~s.. -A'~ltse cpQtnt-atzefOo. 'inhibitor~coneentration
was detennfnc-dat the start Qf~chGaY's ~un and"Tedetermi!'\(!d ~ti'ntervals
.' '. . -'.. ' .
du~ing, the day.. ,',
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Fi!gure' 6A , figure6B'
ellrne,r 'Flame i.'efore and After Reaching Cd tica1 F'low Cond1 ti ons
AGENT RELEASE FROM mCROCAPSULES
The extinguishing agents'studied in this program are intended for use
in the form of polymer coated microcapsules. These aloe to' be incorporated
into a polymeric matrix or foam 'which can be used for structural or insula-
ting purpo,ses. 'In the event of a fire the agent '~ill be released, extinguishin~
the fire. It is necessary that the microcapsules be sufficiently stable,that
the agent is not lost during long exposure to ambient conditions. At the same
ti-e it must be released readily into the vapor phase under fire conditions.
An ~nderstanding of the way in which the agent escapes from the capsules under
,various cor.i1itions will be useful in guiding the development of practical sys-
tems. A variety, of experiments were performed to contribute t~ this unth:r-
standing.
, Microencapsulated extinguishing agents were prepared and furnished by
. . . .
the National Cash Register Company using encapsulation procedures dev€loped in,
their laboratories. Briefly, the agent i~ suspended, in the form of small
, droplets (or solid particles) ,in an immiscible liquid containing a dissolved
'. '
pOlymer. The ~olyr,ler is caused to precipitate on the surface of the droplet.
'Various treatments may then be used to insolubilize the polymer coating and
reIIOve the carrier liquid. Properties of encapsulated agents supplied for use
on this, program, as reported by NCR; are summarized in Table AIl of the Appendh
Gelatin and polyvinyl ,alcohol (PVA) were the principal wall materials
used. In some cases a phenQlic resin was added to insolubilize and harden, the
lIiill1 and reduce agent penneat'ion ~ The agent content of mi crocapsul es ranged
trom67 to 97 percent and 'particle 'sizes'were in the, 50-300 ~icronrange.
~hysical Examination. - Photomic~o9raphsof encapsulated CFZClCFC1 2 are
shewn in ~i9ures 7A and 7B. The spread of particle size is typica1 of most
of the samples ,examined. The protrusions at opposite ends of the spheres ar-e
i"\:ported to be due tO,'peculiarities in the encapsulation process. Theywere
JIIIch less prominent or'almost entir-ely absent in' some samples.
Detailed par~ic1e size, distributi on curves have heen reported by NCR.
'SilIlples were screened in our laborarory by standardtechriiques tO,provide
34,
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Figure 71\ . ..'Figure 7B
Photomicl"ographs of CFZC1CC1FZ Encapsulated in Gelatin
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samples with narrow size distribution for furth~r experiments. Typical
l~sultsare shown be1ow.
Trichlorobromomethane
Sample No. 5-61068-1
. Agent:
Encapsulallt~
Particle Size Analys;s~
Polyvinyl
Size (u)
>88
62 to 88
53 to 62
-63
alcohol
Weight Percent
44.50
47.30
Z.60
5.95
Sample No. S-7156f-l
Agent:
Encapsulant:
Part~cle Size Ana1ysis~
TriS (2~3-dibromopropyl) phosphate
Polyvin{l alcohcl
Size {1l..L . r/eight Percent
>125 37.60
88 to 125 5.64
62 to 88 56.40
53 to 620.35
< 53 . ,0.00.
Sample No. 5-61168':'2
Agent:
Encapsu1ant: .
Particle Size Analysis:
Carbon Tetrabromide
Gelatin .,
Size (Il) Weight Percent
>125 50.050.00
88 to 125 44.6C
62 toSS 5.36
53 to 62 0.01
<: 53 . ·0.01
An average wall thickness can be estimated from the percent of wall
material, c.ssullling. spherical capsules with unifonn walls.· Va1ues in the ..
range of.2-20p. are calcl.!:Lated in this way. Obviously the assumption of
spherical s,ynulretry is poor 'for a sample. such as that shown in, figure 7c
Mi~rocapsuies were, emb~dded. in paraffi~ and sectioned with.a microtome.
Microscopic examination showed ",idevariations in wall thickness, as shown
in the sketqh in figure 8. the rB~tr,cid of jlJ'eparation suggests that the .
'average wal1thic~ness shO~ld be relatively uniform _;thin ~ batch, regard-,
less of' particle size~ Preiiminary exa~ination appears to supportth.is '
, ass;.o;nption. 'ThI7' s:r.ailer partiC1esmustt~en ,ha'lea muchsmane~ agent to .
wall ~lei9ht ratio than the larger particles.
0.51&
Figure 8
Sketch of Typical Capsule Cross Section·
CF2C.1C~C12 .10 Gelatin·
Vapor release rates at a~ient ternperatur~. -~~ny of the extinguishing
agents ,studied have appreciable vapor pressures at normal operating tempera-
tures. Encapsulation reduces the rate of evaporation, but it is r.ecessary
to know wheth~r the rate of agent loss is sufficient1y slow to permit use of
the encapsulated agents under conditions of long exposure. Permeability
.easurements at atmospheric pressure and 20 or 60°C for a'n~mber of samples
were reported by NCR. Similar'rneasu,ernents were made under vacuum (:1 torr)
in this lab.:)ratory. Samples were spread in an aluminum weighing dish in a
,layer one capsule deep and placed in a vacuum desiccator, from which, at
seiected time i-ntervals, the dish was rerooved and weighed. Typical results
are given in Ta~le IV. Where available, co~arable data at atmoshperic
pressure from NCR ha\!e bee~ included for comparison.
The l~ volatility of C~2C1CFC12 (boiling point 47.6°C, vapor pressure
at 25"C:35 torr) shows the effecth'eness of the encapsulation technique.
The small10ss from the trichlorobromomethane and tris (2,3-dibromopropyl)
phosphate is orobably due to loss of resid(J",l solvent arwater Trom the sur-
face or capsule wall 'since the \'Ieight quickly levels off at a nearly constant
value. The phosphate w.i11 have is ve-rj low vapor pressure at 25"C(vapor pres-
sure 4 torr at 250°C), but CBrC1 3 (boiling point 104°C) win have a signifi-
,cant vapor pressure at 25"C. The greater weight loss from the smaller par-
tjcle size fractions, which have a greater surface area and larger percent
, of wall material, supports this view.'
.
~rboJitetrabromide,onthe other hand ,exhibits -an -entir~ly c1ifferent
, '
1;ype of behavior. Despite its 10ltivapor pressure (boiling point 189.5°(;) it
c1iffusesreadily through the capsule wall and is almost canpletely los't within
24 hours. Carben tetraicdide apparently exhibits similar behaviQr. The
saBlj)le rece'h,ed showed evidence of agent migration and instabitityon storage
1ft a sealed ~ntainer.
Vapo~ ~1ease ~t. elevated tew~eratures. Single particle experiments.
Anwlber of experiments were carried out in an effort to observe the behavior
of singlelllitrocapsules on rapid heating. ,capsules were placed' on an ~lec­
tric~11y heated nichrome ribbon and observed under a low power- microscope.
On heating the ribbon the capsules were observed to explode like popccrn.
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Table IV'
Vacuum Weight Loss fron Microcapsules
25Q C, :: 1 torr
Agent: . Trich1orobromomethane
Encapsulant; Gelatin
%Agent: 87 Weioht Loss (%)
Time (hr. As Received >83).1 62 to 8811 <53H
1 1.09 1.30 1.35 1005
2 1.25
4- 1.42 L08 1.51 1.02
7 1.42 1.39 1.64 1.2524 1.41 1.61 1.73 1;16
Sample No. Unassigned
Agent: .CF Cl CFCl ~
ncapsu1ant: Getatin ~
Ii!!!.Uhcl.
1
(:
4
7
! 24~ample No. 5-61168-1
Wt. Loss (on
o
o
o
o
.045
NCR
(latm)
o
r
I
I
I
I
Sam 1e ~o. 5-61168-2
gent Carbon Tetrabro~ide
Encapsulant: Gelatin
NCR
{l atmi
81%Agent:
Weight Loss. (%)
Time {hr.) >125).1 88 to 1251J
I 122.210.8
I 2 45~1j. 23.7. 4 46.6 36.7'7 68.4 44.11~_..:.-__24_-,..;.--.:.... ·..:..78:..;.._3·,---_~_56_._2--:---:-_19__......l
Table IV (Concluded)
----------
Sam lc No. J-6l068-1
Agent Trichlorobromomethane
Encapsulant: Polyvinyl .alcohol
~ Agent: 96 We.i9..ht Los.s (%~
f.;me" (hr.) As- Recei ved ~ 62 to ~81J <S31J
1 " - 0.298 0.420 n.SH 0.522
t 2 - 0.357 0.640 0.320 0.820
- 4" 0.502 0.706 0.655 0.940
"_ 7 0.590 0.825 0.838 1.52
24 0.935 1.44 1.24 3.~2
Sam le No. 5-71568-1
Agent: Tris (2.3-dibromopropy1) phosphate
Encapsulant: Polyvinyl alcohol
-,
I
11 "~'i.,) I
4
0.454
- 0.350
0:493
0.410
Time (hr.)
1
2
4
7
24
Weight Loss (%)
-As Received >125u
---- --"
0.476
0.574
0.615
0.650
0.680
62 to 881J
0.434
0.437
0.476
0.486
0-71268-1
Tris (2~3~dibromopropyl) phospnate
Gelatin
Weight loss (%)
-As -Rece-i vea >E8\.:
1
2
4
.,
24
5.70
6.50
6.65
" 6.88 "
6.95
2.19
2.36
2.28
2.30
2.40
.-.~
scattering. the capsules out of the field cf view. Attempts to take high speed
motio~ pictures for study failed because of insufficient magnification and·
illUmination with the equ_ipment available. Attempts to levitate the capsules·
in a hot air stream also failed becaust: the irregularly shaped partic~es couJd
not be kept within the field of view at ·adequate ma$nification. Capsules were
suspended in oil and observed on the hot stage of the microscope. Hairline
cracks appeared just before the capsules burst and left the field of view.
Possible softening effects of the .oil on the capsule wail discouraged further
work with this· technique.
A technique was developed for l.lounting individual microcapsules on
the head of a one mil chromel-aluQe1 thermccouple or ona fine glass fiber
adjacent to the thf:!rmocouple. The c1p;;L:le was placed in a stream of nitrogen
issuing froman.electrically hea-ced heat exchanger and observed with a stereo
microscope. The tnermocouple temperature was recorded on a strip chart and
a shorting switch enabled the operator to record the time of sigrdfica·nt
events. The heati ngrate was al1prox;mately 20cC/min and the gas velocity
\liaS about 5 em/sec. The results of observation of a number of capsul~s by
this method are reported in the following table.
The more volatile agents, CZF3C1 3 and C2F4Br2, show ftirly cons~stant
behavior; rupturing at an average tempe~ature of 130°C, well above the boiling
points (47 CC in each case). The vapor pressure at this temperature WOUld be
approximately 100 psig, although the temperature of the capsule may lag behind
that of the thenr.ocouple .. Swelling of the capsules prior to rupture was
observed in many cases. Variations in eeli wall thic~ness undoubtedly accuunt
for much of.the observed variations in behavior.
The less volatile tris (2.3 dibromopropyl} phosphate survives to a m~cn
t:igher temperature. indicating that V:ipor pressure rather than thermal ~e~~a_~a­
tion of the wall material is the primary cause of waH failure. Softening
points of the gelatin ar,d pV,\ wall materials. as observed on the hot stage,
were l68°C and Z08°C respectively. The. actual capSUle walls which are .
treated with hardening agents WOUld oe expected to soften at s~~ewhat higher
temperatures. The capsu1e swe11 i ng observed at hi gh ts::peratures may i ~di cate .
thenma1 decomposition of the .agent.
4i
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Table V - Concluded
Observations of Single Microcapsules
Heated in a Nitrogen Stream
~~Ple No. Wall Sphere R!.IptureAgent, Material Size lJ Temp. °C Comments
. 5-71568-1 Tris (2;3- FVA 89 231
dibromQ- 89 173
propyl) 76 194-
phosphate 64 122
1'- 65 342
75 347
SO 347
0-71268-1 Tris (2,3:- Gelatin 114 212
dibromo,... 127 Spher~ grew to 165 lJ.
propyl) no rupture
I phosphate 101 282
\J-72968-1, CZF4Br2 ' PVA 152 Agent lost, no rupture I102 133 I166 143 Sphere grew to 170u165 115 Sphere grew to i82u J139 117 Sphe:-e grew0-80268-1 P~nitro Parlon ' 254 126 Walls melting .L, aniline 250 114 Wal1sme1ting Ibisulfat'= J
The,behavior of CC1 38r and CBr4 was even more erratic. !t appears
that these agents diffuse throt:gh the c~ll walls l~ea:dily at elevated
. ,- temperatures, as, al so Jbserved at room temperatl:re. . Dependi ng on the ra te
of heating and wall condit;~ns, a critical pressure rnaj'o~ may net be reached
before 'agent is iost by diffusion. Thermal decomposition 'of the agent and
, ,
react;on of the .products . (Br2) wi th the wan materi a1 may further campi;cate
the pict~re. ' .
Isothermal release of agent at elevated temperatUl"es. - Samples of encc.t'-
sulated agent were heated, 1sothermal1y and weight loss with time was continu-
. ollsly monitore.d: These experill'.ents. wire carried out by placing agent ,('" 1 gram):
ina iight weight aluminum capsule which in turn was set on the pan of asensi-.
,- tive balance. ,The, balance was of the 'type ,that had a single p<in mounted on'
toPOT the cabinet. A thermocouple. was positioned in the'sample bed and a
preheated' oven,was lo..ered around ,the capsule.
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Typ;caLresults are plotted in figures 9, 10, 11, and
12. After. an initial rapid weight 10S5 whose magnitude increases wi'!:h tentp-
~rature.the rate. at-agent lo~s decreases to a low and nearly' -:oostant rate
·relatilJely independent' of temperature. ,The experiment. was performed by
pla·c:~n9a j)reheatedfut'nac~ ov~r th~ $ample. ~ontainer at zero ,time. Tampera-
.ture equilibrium was· established in apprQ~imately one to two minutes, much
less .than the ·transi2nt weight loss periodobservef;l at the start of the
experiment; .Itappears that a portion of the agent is released more readily
tha~the .remaind~r.A smal1por.tionof thi swefght·loss may i~presE!ntsurface
moisture,ot" ·solVel)tor a9~nt.dissolved i.n 'the outer layers of the cell wail.
The bulk ·of· ....e:a.dilyreleased agent, however"must comefro."l\ the interior-of
. ·~c;apsijles.A·~popping"no;s~could be 'heardinthe container during· the .
"per.j6dof rapi~· wel.'gtitloss,. di~i~ishjng .with tirrie. r.f.icrClscopic examination
of tite('.a~suje$ after the·encf of the heating period sh9Wed ~ portion of them .
. to be enpty \'lhile:th·er~ainder"werepartial1ifilledwit~ agent. ..
. . '
. :The results suggest a COl1siderable degree ofhet~rogeniety in capsule
structurew'ith var.ia~icins in size, wali"thi~kness.a~dperhaps. even in porosity
·of thewal1·~<On·hea~in9.:.pres.su~e·will Jncreaiei~s;dethe capsule,e\fen
·tOr'mater1als··of ,~w. vaporpressure~·sf~te .the· coeffichrit cfexpansion of;
theag~ntwiJl.;bElgreat"erthan that ofth~. walf~· "Weak or thin-walled cap- ..
SUle~ win rupture and release an·of"their.agent r.:ontent ~ The 1argercap~
-$Ul~swou'i:i:1.be.:e)(pectedto~up·t~r~" ~rk ~asi1y{figure 10) •. After release. .
. ~f the agent fromthese"lII~re fragile ·i:a·psules , further agent 1ass; s apparentiy
Q~~'to'aslo", diffusion pro~~ss wjth a lOW~nergyof activation, Th~ poty- : .
.y·inyJ atco~ol ·c~p~u1es~ave ~UCh ·~r~ater·";w~n· strength than thegelat~n cap-.
··sules·,{figurell}.i .
: Carbo.n tetrabromideshows an ~ntirely different type. of behll.Vior
(figu~12). <T~ ageJlt·diffuses·readnY~hl'~ugh the cel1wal1.. Because
': J-'--' ..:.' .. ~_. • .. , ......- " • -'. . -" ... .
. of ~:towvapor'~pressure·> nosigh:lfican~ r-rre$SUre increase oc~m's and no·
.- .·~~p$ulerupiu~e·is .. l)bse.rved, ... ". . .
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Agent release on rapid' heating ofmicroc~psules. - An apparatus was
designed for the rapid heating of small samples of encapsulatep agents.' Th::
apparatus consisted of ~a stainless steel tube. 0.375 in. o. d. by 0.314 in.
i~ «i. OJ 2.0 'in. long. The total free volume of· the'systemWas 2.15 cc. T-:e
lewel' end of th~ tube was closed by a. welded plate while the upper end was
fitted with a "T" fitting ",'hich provided ports fo:- a thennocouple and a Kis:1er
MOdel 601 pressure transducer. The outputs of the t~ermoeouple and.pressur:
trasducer were fed t.oa dual channel osci11oscop.e fitted with a Polaroid .
CiEra. The thennocouple· eou'ld be pos.itionedeitheriricontact with the
1•.,.itr of the: chamber"waJ 1 or in 'the gas phase.
,In perforircin,~an experiment, the ehamberwas loaded with a small wei;;,ed
sillllp;le of encapsulated agent (-a.19m) and. placed in a pr2heated tube furn:::e.
Rates of tenperatureriseinside thechamber.of about~O°Cjsec.were typical.
Representative pres~urevs~ time and temperatur~ vs.time records obtained
.f"': tile OSciH.~cope. a~e shown in' figures 13 through 16. The records ':are
rl!'JtK:ed to standard un.its (figure 17) anderass-plotted to give presst.:re vs.
telillPEratur:~ curves (figure 18). '
Figu.F.:S .17 and 18 show a detailed. analysis of th~ datafl-omfigure E •
. Thi~ s~ t!.1e~lea5e of agent frOna sample of CCl3B;:' encapst.\lated in gel~:in.
The~rpl'"essure follows the vapor pressure curve for the agent during
the initial parLof. theexperimeni:. but Jags behind at the higher temperatu",:s,
sho!ri·ng the reta~ingeffeCt of the capsules on the rate of agent release.
'The IlaXlI!lUJ!l pressure agrees well witt the calc:.:l~ted ·value. indicating the
lad of significant pyrolysis ()f thewal1 matcr'1alat these temperatures.
E~nation of the residue in the' chamber at the end of an experimeritshcwe:
the .:apsu1e shells to' be empty but intact•.
-F1~rec14 ~hOws:a-slitilar experiment lifith CBr~ encapsulatt'd in geiat~-:.
A .s1i~ drop in pressure with an increase in temperature is ob:>erved at on:'
poi.t.indicating the cooling by'evaporati~g caused byt~e sudden release of
liqiid agent into the superheated gas~ In figure 15 unencapsulated CBr4 was'
pl~ in the c.ha:rber. The 3perature remains approximately" constant at
the -kiiing poin'~ of CBr4" increasing slowly w'i1:h prec;sure until all of the
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agent has vaporized.' Figure 16 shows an experiment with tris (2,3~dibromopr:~yl)
phosphate encapsulated in PVA. Here evidence of rapid vaporization is absen:
but thermal decomposition of the agent is occurr1ng since the chab.bp.r pre~sl.::-'::
greatly exceeds the calcula~ed vapor pressure.
Difficulties in defi~ling heat transfer conditions 'in this apparatus
discouraged attempts at a'more quantitative analysis 'of the results •
.Discuss;'on of Vapor Release Mechanisms
, r~~ situations can be cited where the na!ure of t~e release' of fjre
, '
extinguishing agents from microL,..psulesis impprtant. The first involve;;
,storage under ambient condition~,ei_therof the unmodified capsules or of
the capsules embedded in a oclymeric matrix fer'structural ap!Jiications. LC:5
of agents, under,thes~ conditions wilt be undesirable because of 105s ~f f~~e
ext;nguish i ng capac i ty and because, of undes i rab1e properti es of the !"E:1eased
agent'~ such as toxicity or corrosive action'. Agent loss at anibient tempel-a-
tures will be controlled byj:ienneation processes. The sec~nd situation invc~'1es"
act!.!sl fire conditions v~!1ere the micro.:apsules win be sUbj~cted to an Jnter,::~
heat flux. Theinter.nal pressure in the capsule win increase while the ca~- '
sule wall is weat<ened. 'Capsulerupt~re will be the principal :no'de of agent
, release under these conditions., The expe'rirnents described in the preceel1in;
sectionp'rovide support for these separate: mechani sms of agent release.
, ,
The probl err of vapor release' under s tlJrage conditi ons; , is essenti all~
, that of permeation 'of a fluid through a memb)'ane. ' This can cccur through
pores or cracks in thememb~ane. in whi~h case th~ proces~ is basically cn~:f
flowthroWJh~norific-eorc-ap'iUary.Or it may OGcuroy :a tl"uecjiffuSior,
process~ sometimes caned activated diffusion. In the latter mode the flu;:
dissoh:esin th~ membrane material, diffuses through it, and is released on
the other side. ' This is believed to be, the method by which CBr4 escapes
from gelatin capsules (figure i2Land, it also applies to the very slow
release of agent sh,own in figures 9~1.2 after the' initia1 iap'id release
period.. There area .n!Jmb~r of influence parameters -- temperature~ pressur:,
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wa 11 mai;eri al.wa11 thickness and ager,t vol ati 1i ty ~'- which have been i nVeSl:l-
gated experimentally and the following simpl ified,~nalysis (ref. 16) provides
a basis for understanding some of the observed effects of these parameters.
The steady flux of a fluid through unit area of a membrane ,is given by
Hck's first law of dHfusion,
J ;; -0 £..£ax (32)
where 0 is the diffusion coefficient'and c is the concentratio,n of fluid
, '
within, the membrane. x being distance. The concent!~ation <:an be (l~iiroximated
, by Henry's law, c= Ctp, wl1ere pis the fluid pressure, which will be vapor
,pressure at the 'temperature in question';n the case Qf,a liquid. Assuming
also a constant concentration gradient through the 'entire thick!less. d, of
the m.embrane.t.'1en equation (32) canbewritteil,' ,
J = - aD Llp/d,
It is ~hasized that c.p does not represent th~ total pressHredrop across
the membrane but only the decrease of partial pressure. of fluid. Equati"n
.{~2} is us~al1y written
(33)
J = ~l tip/d (34)
and n. is called the Permeability constant. For the case of gases diffusing'
througn various polymers'(ref. 17) it ,has been found to depend exponentially
i)jj temperature:
'n. ~ n. exp [-E/RT]
';' 0
(35)
, ' ,
whereo-tiletemperature coefficient of E is of the Cirder ofHl Kcal/mole.'
The aoove model and analysis Cal'l'bsi,isedto te~t the assertion that
thepe~tionmechanism is 'priw.arily cne of diffusiol:; as distinguished, from
flow tRrougr. m;cropores. arid at the same time it provides ,an understanding
0; tne experiment~l :esul ts wflicfl compri se theetfects qf the aforementioned
, tm'"l11ence parameters; '"
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Consider first the pr~dicted temperature dependence'..An activated diffusion'
process win exhibit exponential temperature dependence. If> however, capil-
laryflow prevails, and the fluid is a gas, the process win not exhibit very,
strong dependence on temper-ature. This is so b'~cause variation in the gas
flow due to, temperature change will only arise from gas density and viscosity
changes. The'se' properti es show rel atively weak dependenc~s on temperature ,,'
wich a15.o happen to be' opposed in direction. He!'lce the thermal dependence
can sanetimes help in deciding the cOl1trollingmechanism. When, however',
the fluid i,s a liquid, the driv~ngpre5sure for, the capilla.y,flow wi;l be
, detenni ned by the vapor pressure wh i ch also varies exponenti ally wi th tempera-'
ture. ' This constitutes a severe 1imitation on the ability of t€l11perature
dependence to distinguish the mechanis.'ll. And to further cOll'pl'icate the
problem. the terr;perature coefficient in the liquid case will be approximately, '
the heat-,of vaporization which is of the order of TO 'KcaljmoTe for the halo-
genatpd organics of this study, the same as thE; previcusly-cited va1!leror,
activated diffusion. Thus temperature depEndence cannot decide between., the
penneation processes, but the observed dependence ,does follow as a logical,
consequence of either,mechanism.
. . .. .
, In contrast to the temperature parameter, the dependence of the
process on external pressure can be used to distinguish the mechan'islli. Acti":
'vated dlffusion depends on the partial pres~ure. d~~p,of'agent,a~ross the
inelli~J"~ne wall, and quite secondarily on external pressure. Orifice or capl1-
.' ,lary flow on the other hanci aepellds \i~ ~hetct=1 pressure drop 'across the,
channe·' (to some power of pr-es~ure between 0:5 ~nd LO),and ri€~~E' signifi-
cantly on ~~terna 1 ~ressure.' The genera1 'absence of tota1 pressure dependence
i~ the 'tac~um experimentsistherefore not co~sistentwith'a flow process.
TIle th,icknessof the~~dl 'material is certainly' expected 'to ,be an,
important parameter tn containing agent, within a capsule, and the present
treatment 'provides an explanation. Equation(33)~r (34) predicts that,'
agent flux trill be i~versely proportional to membran'e'thicknesssimply because
.' , . .. .. .... . ".
,the cono:entration gtadientflattens' with ,long~r diffusion distances., (If
,cap'n1ary fiow werp.,impo~bnt~ t'hechannel length,L e~ " wall thi-clcrless,
isli'kewise inversely proportional tv flux. } Expetiments at National Cash
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R~ister have demonsttated that agentrelea!eand wall thickne::;~~e inver'~~ly
related, although the exact depend~oce was not determined.
For a given perc~nt of agent in the microcapsule, wall thickness will
increase and surface to volume ratio will decrease as the capsule size increases.
These effects will tend to reduce agent loss by diffusion. Howev~r. if the
particle site b~comes too large the ~apsules will be mvre fra911~ and susceptible
to thennal rupture, and they will be less suitable for ir.corr-Qrat:on into a
plastic tn~trix. The cho~ce of capsule size for a p~~tic~iar applicati~n will
involve a compromise between opposing requireme~ts.
It remains to discuss. in light of ~he medel. the effect of the chemical
nature of the agent and that of c~psule material on permeation rate. Capillary
or orifice flc\~ does not de':lcnc on the mo1ecular characteristics of the fluid.
unless the pores are com'~arable in size to molecule dimensions. However. dif-
fusion will substantially depend on th~ molecular properties of both agent and
membrane. The interaction of polymer and agent can be discussed in terms of
the solubility parameter 0 or the reiat(Od cohesive energy der'i~ty E/V.
(36)
Here E.is the total cohesive energy (heat of evaporation) and V is the molar
volume. liquids with simiiar solubility p~r.:meters will show enhanced mutual
solUbility. The cQehesive energy depends on dispersion forces. dipole inter-
actions, and hydrogen bonding. Thus. while an agent and membrar.e material
havin~ similar degrees of polarity may ba e:,pected in general to show mutual
solubility and good permeability, a variety of anoma1ous behaviors can be
observed.
Diffusion through a polymeric membrane will be further affected by the
physical structure of the polymer. Diffusion is usually slower through crystal-
line than through amorphous polymers. Cross Hctking will reduce the equili-
brium solUbility (sweli:ng) of the liquid and so should reduce permeability.
At temperatures above the glass transition temperature Tg• inci'eased mobility
of the ~iyrner segments will favor rapid diffusion. The glass transition
5£
temperat!J\'t! of po'iyvinyl alcohol is appl"oximatel~~ 80a C, depending sorn8'"llat on
the degree of crystallinity. Swel1ing by a liquid will lower 1"9' but the
hardening agents used in p'reparing the microcapsules may have an or~osite
effect. The gelatin wall mat~fia1 ;s prGbabiyr,ighly crystaTline and irl-
solubilized by cross linking. J.t shows strong hydrogen bonding and will
~flteract with, and hold tenaciously, wdter or other hydrogen bondi"ng SQ1-
'ients. Consequently, anomal()u$ diffusion behavior is to be expected. Dt~ter­
mi~ation of th~ structure and physical properties of the capsule '.'!al1 materials,
as modified hy th~ en~ap~u1ution process, will be a necessary step in obtaining
a more quantitative d~scription of microcapsule permeation behavior.
Cap!l~le ruptiJre at high t~mperatu~e fellows a different course. As the
capsuie is heated both the liquid agent and the capsule wall will expand, but
the coeffichmt of expansion of the liQuid may be an order of magnitude
greater t~an that of the wall material. With most pla$,tics the l"esult'll1g
wall stress would be reliev~d by plQ~tic flow at temperatures above Tg , b~t
in the case of highly cross 1inkeci [1olymers such flow may not he possih'(e.
Capsule rupture may result, particularly in the case of agents of low volatility.
With ~gent~ of greater volatility, the internal pressure of the capsule
will be equal to the vapor pressure which increases exponent~allywith the
temperature. At some point in the heating cycl~ the vapor pressure may
~ceed the strength of the capsule wall and capsule rupture will result.
Agent 10:5s ~hrough diffusion will take plac~ simultaneo'.Jsly and, if the rate
of heating is sh", the agent may e$cape before the critical pressure is
reached.
The tens~le stress in the wall of a thin walled sphere subjected to
tnternalf)Y"eSSur; zation is :rppruximately
(37)
where r is the radius of the sphere, t is the wa1l thickness and 6P is the
pressure differential across the wall.
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f"or a typic1\Tease r may be 50;1, t 5~" at.d cr ::5 cJ'. _Observ:tti ems
indicate U,at~the vapor pres.slJre at rupture may be of the j\'d~r of' 100-20u
psi so C1 will h.::'v~ a value of a f~w hundred to a few~.housand pzi, typical
of PQlji11leric matcria~s. From equatiQ;1 37' H is apparent thiit for a cGJistant
wall thickness the smaller c;Jpsule~; will withstand a great.Er i:l~ernJl pressure.
HIJwe"er, 'if the agent c.ontent of tire capsuie is kept constant rlt is approxi-
mately constant and nothing is gained by going ~o smaller capsule sizes.
The response of the capsule wall material to an applied strEss is
highly complex, depending on the t~mDe~~ture and the physical structUI~ of
the polymer (crystallinity, cross linkiny. plasticization, etc.) {ref. 18).
The response will also depend f)n the tate of aopl;cation of the stress.
Below Tg the response t~ a r~pidly app1ied stress (rapid heating) will be
almos,t purely elastic with no permalle:1t deformation. Above T
9
a retarded
elastic response is observed and the capsule swelis. The thinning of the
wall section is compensated to some extent by orientation of the polymer
molecules. At stiP higher temperature:. a "softening point" is r~ached where
the polymer behaves as a viscous liquid w~~h little elastic response. Cap-
sule expansion becomes rapid and catastrophic wall failure occurs.
Thus, the experirnental observations of vapor release are in qualitClt-;ve
accord wi tM. theoretical expectations. A more quantitative correlation mt,;st
await a more detailed charactJrizat~on of th~ wall materials.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The upP-Gs-~dj-et~bl:lrneraff()r-ds a COR\I'-el'lle-ntar.<lmeill'1ing-ful~e-tbod of
evaluating fire extinguishing agents in a diffu~iGn flame.
Many organohalogen compounds are effective flre suppress~nts when
introduced into the fuel side of a diffusion flame.
Of a series of organoha1ogen agents evaluated by this technique, bromo-
fonTi CCHBr3) was found to be the most effective on a weight or voiu-
metric basis. Its physical properties also appeared to be suitable for micro-
encapsulation.
sa
A high bromine content appears to b~ necessary for goo~ effici~ncy in
organohalogen type age~ts.
ihe flv:lrine containing a~!ents CF3Br. CFZBrCFZBr. and CF2C1CFC\~ were
found to be 1ess effective in the diffu;,iol1 flame than in prev10us ;; tudies
in premixed f~ames.
Signifi~~nt diffel~r.cec in behavior are ub5erved when the agent is
intl"'oduce(j fr'o~i the fus1 side or the air side of the opposed ~iet burn~l'.
Further studies should ~ontrYt~te to an understanaing of the mechanism of
inhibition ill diffusion fla~es.
A wide variety of chemicai -fire suppression agents (I"P. S'Jitab':e for
use in the micrvencapsu~at;on techniQ~'~' !~ is reccmmended that the
screening of canciidate agents b~ extenGcd to include a wider range of chemir.~l
structures ;~nd ';;omposition:5 in a search for more efficient systems.
Polymeric microcapsult!s containing volatile ~:ir~ suppressing agents
:ose ugent slowly e;t lO~J temperatures by a penneaJ;ion process. The permeation
rate depends on. the chemical structure of the ag~nt and encapsulant.
Polyvinyl alcohol is mQr~ effective than gelatin 35 an encapsulant in
reducing the pt~ri'i;€ation rate f<Jr the agents studied.
Carbon tetrabromide diffu'ie-, readily through the capsule wall while
the chemica11y simil~r but mOlecularly smaller CErC'3 is lost much more
:olowly. Oespite -it::; \'olati1ity (b. p. 47.6°e), CFZC1CFC1 2 diffuses eVf~n
more slov/ly.
Upon rapid heating (as wht?n exposed to a fire), microcapsules ,rllpture
due to internal pressure and 1055 of physical strength in th~ wall m~terial.
Capsules can withstand internal (vapor) pressure of ~he order of
100 to 200 psi befo';e rupture. Observed tensile stresses in the wall at
rupture are in qua1itative agre'ement with expected properties of the wall
materials.
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The rate cf permea~jor. of agent throug~ the caJs~le ~all jncre~!es on~j
slowly with incre~cSed t~perdture and interilal pressure.
The samples af m1crocap5ule5 E!xam':nsrl in th~s pr'ogram were q;,tite hf.!te~­
~ene~s with respect to she, waH thickness,- and p'1ysical stre~gth. I'.
fraction of the capsules in a ~ample wQU1~ ryptur~ whan heated to ~ ~elativ::y
low temperature whi:e othEr~ would withstand ~ ~~~I nlgher temperature.
It ;s rt::coli1l;-;~nded that a aetJned study of tllf;! \:he';;,'!cal str'ucture ana
mechanical properties of the wall materials, as modified bJ thp. encapsulat.'·:~
process. be made to provide a basis for a more quantitative undetstanding 07
a1ent 11;lsS from microcapsules through pl.'rme~t·;on and cclpsuie rupture.
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APPENDIX
Tab}~ -P,I
Flame Strength Measurements
in the O~pcse~ Jet Burner
-Agent3nd Agent Percent.: name
B'Jrner Air Flow Propane Flow by Vtl1urne Strength
Temperature cc/s~c cc!set; . in Fu~i f~f
--
------
CHBr3 12.54 7.57 0 112.00 6.66 2.34 .8SC,
GOQoC 12.43 6.38 4.85 .843:
5.40 l!i1Stotll e
::: ...
CBr4 13.87 8.02 0 112.96 6.39 9.70 .797
220°C 13.64 7.89 0 1
13.41 7.20 2.27 .912
12.50 6.39 4.95 .810
13.30 7.06 2.31 .895
12.J3 6.51 4.85 .825
CH3Br 10.83 6.25 0 110.85 5.51 5.14 .882
104°C 10.43 :'.29 6.75 .846
10.69 5.38 7.54 .861
10.43 5.10 8.68 .816
10.57 4.85 9.65 .778
CC1 3Br 9.'19 5.2,4 0 19.~·5 3.76 8.3 .718
112°C 9.53 5,24 0 1
-'9.23 4.61 5.1 .880
9.85 5.38 0 1
10.15 4.94 3.8 .918
9.94 5.53 0 1
9.26 5.21 1.0 .942
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-ligerit'.artd.
< BUrner .'
Temperature
CC1 4
~:J12°C
9.94.
10.03 .
,:.9.94
-'.'0 , ......
rlJ••~
9~69
9.76
10.65
10.37
10.12
10.65
9.76
lG.12
9.69
,00"oC\
.F,J_
9.62
10.86
11.48
10.24
9.48
9.25
9.32
9.89
9.82
9.71
9.5~
-,/ ..
T~l~le AI CQnt)ilUed
::,Prcp.a'ne FlOw
. "-;"::c'c/sec
~------
-s.:..43
:5.29
:-5'~15
0: 5.56
5.05
4:56
"0--- ~;S4-:.:.-
5.,84
5.42: .
5.84
4.56
5.56 '
4.99
5.56
5.10
6.34
5.91
4.75
5..31
4.31
4.63
5.37
4.78
4.48
4.24
Agent ~l:!-rct:nt
by Volcme_"
in Fuel '-
o
2.41
2.47
o
4.5
8.6
=-.·4L=o
o
5.0
o
8.6
o
4 ..5'·
o
4.0
i1
5.83
11.6s
o
13.11
GAS
o
6.26
9.16
10.6.6
Fli'i,rrE
Stren;th
Nf
1
.97=
: .9t:
1
.~G~
.7m·
'1
-"1=·;
.9ZTt
1
.7&
1
.8~
1
.91:
1
••9Z:
.7!.::
1
.m
.m
1
.89J
.8;5
.7;1]
13.41
13.30
13.41
13.87
8.16
7.34
6.92
6.80
64
o
1.91
3.85
7.68
1
.9)1
.f)3
.~
~. -
Table AI Continued
..,
- AgentanJ.
. BurMr
Temperrt tur!~
Air Flow
;:~c/sec
- Propane Fl.D.W'
cc/ser;- -
12.65 -
12.65
12.87
12.00
-- H.l8
,ILS7
li.4S
7.43
7.17-
7.50:;'
7.16
6.66'
6.38
5.86
O'
1.59
3 •.2.7
I)
2.11
4.58
'8.76
~924
1
~945
.89l
.796
.700
1
.995
.9'.75
.•9!il
1
.980
.771
1
.777
unstable
P~rcent in air
1.33
o
o
3.0&
7.55
15.12 _
18.96
Percent in ai Y"
- a
.46
.96
loll
o
1.13
2.77
o
'2..72
5.44
4.47
4.45
4.26
4.28
4.£-5
4.j6
3.43
4.53
3.52
5.78
6.25
4:57
~.32
4.07
3.64
3.56
Agent admixed to air
7.47
7.59
7.38
7.21
7.55
'l.27
~.76
W
..6
Ags.;,-tadiriixed to ah'
10.69
11.56
7.38
7.43
7.50
1,43
7.11
C2',=4BrZ
--5~t
C2C'l3 10.47 6.37 0 110.12 6.05 7.0 .9S0
112°C 10.51 6.26 7.0 .983
11.00 6.79 0 1
rO.44 6.47 6.5 .953
10.88 6.58 6.5 %0• J
aO.76 6.26 ·11.7 .SZZ
10.44 6.16 ''1 - .907~,.I
11.01 5.73 18.0 .844
11.04 5.52 ~'2.4 .813
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Tdbie AI Co~cluded
'Agent and Agent Percent Flame
Burner Air- Flow Propan~ Flow ::>y Vo1:Jrne Strength
Tem.perature c.clSec cc/sec 111 FlJel Nf
---
~")O 12.11 6.28 0 1
.. 12.32 5.83 20.7 .928
180°C 12.32 5.17 11.1 .982
12.53 6.34 0 ,.
1i.49 4.5rl 40.9 .710
11.90 5.41 22.2 .853
111 ~C 9.47 - ,,~ 0 1:;).V...
9.34 4.64 3.95 .921
9.59 5. i2 0 1
9.49 4.93 3.11 .963
9.34 5.18 a 1
8.76 3.86 30.30 .745
9.47 5.12 a 1
9.65 4.93 14.2 .963
9.56 5.23 0 1
9.03 4.58 12.4 .816
9.49 5.23 0 1
9.24 4.74 . 10.75 .906
SOZ 9.89 5.22 0 1
9.71 4.70 9.22 .900
117°C 9.80 4.45 14.50 . .852
10.16 5.25 0 1
9.89 4.37 15.75 .832
9.71 4.16 18.25 .792
10.07 4.80 6.43 .914-
Agent admht·~ to air Percent in air
25°C 7.34- 5.00 0 1
5.83 3.94 3.80 .788
6.52 - 4~S'i 2.32 .902
5.90 4.02 3.75 .804
5.31 4.35 3.15 .870
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Fig.... '·e AX. Plot of Measurements of Flame Strength Versus Agent
Added to Fuel for Three Selected Inhibitors.
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